


USA Veritas Prep School, accredited by the North Council for Accreditation (NCA), a recognized

cert cation authority, is not only able to run a school in U.S.A. but also open new branches

overseas. It offers secondary level diplomas & transcript records (DTR) for students if they are

qualified. DTR is approved by the American education department and universities (more than

4,000) in America, and also by most universities around the world. According to the ranking

among all private schools (almost 20,000) in America from 2014, the Veritas Prep School is a top

50; In 2015, it was rated the top10% best schools by ACT

ACT认证

Veritas Beijing is the first campus in China, located in a beautiful region with convenient transportation, equipped with advanced and

professional faculties. Since its starting date, most outstanding students from domestic schools evaluated by serious, systematic,

and scientific assessment adopted in Veritas admission committee, have the opportunity of enrolling in the school. Most parents and

students are satisfied with Veritas curriculum, the educators and the English environment of Veritas . The goal is to immerse students

in a 100% authentic foreign teaching process, which motivates the students to learn, arouses their studying initiative, and will result in

a successful transition studying in the U.S.A. Adhering to the classical education concept of the Veritas headquarters in America, the

Beijing campus sets up teenage clubs and volunteers'leagues, sponsored by companies that care about the education of teenage「S,

suchasVeritas Liuli Tennis Club andUSITVeritas Swimming Club.Students can get free trainings within these clubs

The goal of the USA Veritas Prep School Beijing Campus is to cultivate students'comprehensive quality based on the requirements of top
universities, so that they can enter prestigious western universities. They will also be capable of adapting to the learning and living
conditions in universities quickly. Some Chinese students are eliminated by top universities in the US, because they can't meet the
requirements of learning goals, especially their insufficiency in thesis writing, presentation, leadership, sports activities and organization,
while Veritas concentrates



All faculties in Beijing branch come from Veritas in America.

Mr. Elgut is the principal of theBeijing branch.Mr. Caleb, thevice-principal,who
studied at Veritas and graduated from the College of William and Mary, was
once in charge of the education of intenational students on the Chesapeake
campus of Veritas. Inaddition,the admini「tationfrom the Chesapeakecampus
will guide the teaching and faculty of the Beijing campus regularly

All the teachers on theBeijing campus havepassions for teaching.Wehavea lot of experienced teachers inMath,Science, Physics,
Logic andEnglish aswell as in some advanced courses, likeSATandAP.Tomaintain the high standards of Veritas, wealsoemploy
experts in sports, drama, arts, and so on. To guarantee the implementation of featured education, the Beijing campus cooperates
with the Beijing Sport University, the Central Conservatory of Music and some other national key universities. The Beijing campus
is also equipped with Chinese teaching consultants, all of whom have earned their master's degrees from famous international
universities, and will provide guidance for students in studying

Veritas maintains small-class sizes, each class consisting

of less than 15 students, which benefits the cultivation and

guidance of individuality. In addition , the teache student

ratio on the Beijing campus is 1:6 to 1:8. This figure is highe

than American public school, which reflects the idea that we

highly value every individual student. Veritas Beijing campus

develops individual educational plans fo each student that

lead them to attend top universities.
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USA Veritas Prep School Beijing Campus aims to cultivate students'sense
of social responsibility and perseverance. We have set up the Veritas youth
sports club. With events like basketball, swimming and tennis, we have
employed experts who retired from the national team and the p「 evious school
team leader from the Beijing Sport University to coach here and implement
scientific and continuous training programs. Furthermore, we hope to form a
soccer club next year. In social activities, we have set up student organizations
like Veritas Jim- MCF volunteer service team, Veritas Ricky-Y volunteer team
which serves the hearing-impaired children and othe clubs, like Veritas Crystal
Royal Garden Volunteer Service team, reading clubs and the Model UN.
These organizations enhance students'sense of social responsibility and
character.
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